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News

Chapter Annual Meeting & Member Roundtable
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 | 12:00 (noon) | Virtual
AIA Delaware will hold its annual meeting with the Board of Directors and the general membership on
Wednesday, December 8th starting at 12:00-noon.
Candidates for 2022-2023 Directors
Amanda Bouwer, AIA
Patrick Fugeman, AIA
Toomas Idnurm, Associate AIA
Rob Rollins, AIA
Member Roundtable
Following the meeting, there will be an open forum discussion.
Let Us Hear from You!
Meet Toomas Idnurm, Associate AIA , your State Representative on the AIA Strategic Council, who is very
interested in hearing from you! Please RSVP to attend and come prepared to discuss what you believe
are or will be the biggest concerns or challenges facing the Delaware architecture profession in the
coming 5 years.

RSVP now

AIA-CLF Embodied Carbon Toolkit for Architects
Supporting Architects in tackling embodied carbon with their practice
Currently, the building industry generates almost
40% of annual CO2 emissions, illustrating that if
significant reductions are taken, this industry can
be a key leader in reaching decarbonization targets.
In the face of climate change, going beyond
operational carbon and targeting embodied carbon
becomes an important component for architects to
incorporate into their practice.
To support this urgent climate action, AIA presents
in partnership with the Carbon Leadership Forum, the AIA-CLF Embodied Carbon Toolkit for Architects , a
resource that provides architects an overview and the necessary steps to be taken to reduce embodied
carbon in their projects.
Learn more >
Want to learn more about addressing embodied carbon?
Explore our resource, 10 steps to reducing embodied carbon , that details actions architects can take
upfront to make a significant impact during the building stage of a project.
Learn more >

IPD Risks and Rewards - New Report
AIA Trust
The new report about collaborative delivery focuses
on the unique risks and rewards which architects
may face when participating in Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD), Integrated Design Build (IDB),
Integrated Form of Agreement (IFOA), Tri-Party
Agreements, and other contracts which include risk
and reward sharing agreements.
After providing context and the history on how we
got here, the report examines some common contract terms which might create uninsurable risks for
design team members. It also explores strategies to help mitigate those risks including why risk and
reward sharing can benefit teams but especially benefit our owners. A real-life risk scenario is outlined to
help better define those risks that some teams could face. The report concludes with a summary on the
importance of team culture and other strategies for successful outcomes.
In many of these collaborative delivery models, project risks are proportionately shared along with
rewards for the team members who participate in risk and reward as part of their contracts. Design firms
and construction companies need to understand each other’s businesses and how the business of the
collective enterprise will be successful, not just their individual parts. There are important steps that
teams can take to more effectively manage their collective risks.
Read the Risk Report >

Advocacy
What a Day With Renewable Energy Could Look Like
What a Day With Renewable Energy Could Look Like

The first thing you notice in your dream of living with renewable energy is the noise—or lack of it.
In the future, when solar panels and other innovations have enabled the United States to power the
country with renewable energy, you will awaken to a new reality: A very quiet one. Without combustion
engines, citizens will open their windows to the faint whoosh of trees swaying in the breeze, of batterypowered public transport and sidewalk scooters passing by, and of hyperefficient mini-split units cooling
or heating their homes. All this will be powered by rooftop renewables on a local microgrid that sells
people’s unused energy to the grid—putting money in their pocket every day.
That vision may seem like wishful thinking, but it could happen sooner than you think. In September, the
Biden administration announced an ambitious plan to reduce hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) in air conditioners
and refrigerators by 85% over the next 15 years, create a carbon pollution-free power sector by 2035,
and transition to a net-zero economy by 2050. The administration estimates that by 2050, almost half of
the nation’s energy needs could be met with solar power alone. Alongside innovations in residential solar

panels—which were installed at record levels in 2020 and typically pay for themselves within six years—a
renewable future truly seems on the horizon.
Continue reading >

ArchiPAC
AIA's political action committee (ArchiPAC) is the only
national political action committee that speaks for architects
and the profession.
ArchiPAC is one tool used by AIA to promote prosperous,
sustainable, and equitable communities that benefit everyone. ArchiPAC solicits donations from eligible
AIA members and contributes to candidates who support all or specific aspects of AIA's legislative
agenda, which is outlined in AIA's Policy Platform.
AIA's Policy Platform focuses on three large areas:
A Future Economy: Tax policies should support small businesses, innovation, and talent
recruitment. AIA commits to voice strong support for a future economy that advances the success
of architecture firms and the profession.
Climate Action: Buildings must consume less energy, eventually use only renewable sources, and
ultimately contribute power back to the energy grid. To that end, AIA is committed to eliminating
all building carbon emissions by 2040.
Healthy and Equitable Communities: AIA believes that shelter is a basic human right. AIA commits
to a future built environment that improves individual health and equity and prepares
communities to weather a variety of storms.
Learn more >

Shape the Future of Architecture Participate in the NCARB Analysis of Practice
Help determine what the path to licensure will look
like in the future by participating in NCARB’s
Analysis of Practice! A profession-wide study, the
Analysis of Practice will explore how architects are
currently practicing and how that practice is likely
to shift in the years ahead. The results will guide
updates to NCARB’s programs and services,
including the national experience program and
licensing exam.
Sign Up
How can I participate?
By filling out our brief online form, you can sign up to participate in online polls, webinars, interviews,
focus groups, and more. Everyone who signs up will have the opportunity to take the profession-wide
survey, which is expected to launch in early 2022, but our research partner Alpine Testing Solutions will
also be sharing invite-only opportunities throughout the rest of 2021.
Why participate?
The profession is constantly evolving, and the path to licensure must evolve with it. To ensure our
programs are aligned with modern architecture practice, NCARB regularly partners with researchers to
conduct a comprehensive review of current practice. The previous study led to a restructuring of the
Architectural Experience Program® (AXP®) and Architect Registration Examination® (ARE®).
By participating, you can help guarantee that current health, safety, and welfare standards at the
national and jurisdictional levels match the needs of the public, the profession, and future generations of
architects.
Who can participate?
To ensure accuracy, the Analysis of Practice needs input from as many individuals as possible—including
architects and licensure candidates, as well as related professionals working alongside architects
(landscape designers, engineers, etc.). If you know someone who might want to participate, we
encourage you to share the sign-up form with them!

To learn more about the Analysis of Practice, visit www.analysisofpractice.com.

Programs and Events
This December, AIA Knowledge Community
Design for Aging (DFA) presents its final session of the year

Designing Technology Solutions for Optimal Outcomes: How to Successfully Incorporate Technology Into
Senior Living New Builds and Renovations
Too often Senior Living communities find themselves stuck between the desire to add new and innovative
technologies and the reality that their building infrastructure is outdated and cannot support the latest in
technology trends.
The planful use of technology to solve current and future challenges will help operators realize gains in
staffing efficiency, resident care outcomes, and provide options for future tech deployments. The key to
current and ongoing success depends on the ability to design, specify and deploy technology-rich
environments that seamlessly blend interior design form with technology function.
Image: 2021 Design for Aging Review recipient, Brightview Grosvenor by Hord Coplan Macht. North
Bethesda, Maryland. Image: Hord Coplan Macht
Monday, December 6th, 3-4 pm ET | Cost: Free | Earns: 1 AIA LU
More information and Register >
Design for Aging (DFA)
With changing demographics worldwide and the importance of design to quality of life and
mobility, DFA works to enhance the built environment and quality of life for an aging society.

The simultaneous crises of climate change, COVID-19, a
looming economic depression, and systemic racial injustice
have exposed structural failings that architecture, and society,
must address. It’s a perfect storm that has created an
unprecedented call for change. Where do we go from here?
Designed to help you confront these challenges and change your practice and the architecture profession
for the better, this selection of sessions from our Architecture in Turbulent Times: Equity, Environment,
Health, & Economy virtual learning event features the latest thinking by leading architects, climate
champions, civic leaders, academics, and new voices. You’ll hear the brave ideas and honest dialogue
that architecture needs now and leave with the knowledge you need to be part of the solution.
This series includes the event’s powerful keynote discussion of the pervasiveness of inequity in our
society and visions for change offered by experts in climate change, government, health, race, and
professional practice, as well as courses that offer equity insights and important conversations on design
and health equity.
Save 30% when you purchase the complete series for a limited time. Save 15% when you purchase 4 or
more courses.
Sign in to purchase >

Scholarships
Tuition and ARE Scholarships are now open
Architects Foundation

Applications are open for tuition scholarships and additional ARE grants. Scholarships are available for
students attending NAAB-accredited architecture programs and aspiring African American architects
studying for the Architect Registration Examination. Learn more >

Career Opportunities
Local Opportunities
Architectural Alliance
Becker Morgan Group
Fearn-Clendaniel Architects
Tevebaugh Architecture
more...

Join AIA
Designing a better world together

AIA Career Center
5 Strategies
Reference Checking
Resume Writing & LinkedIn
Coaching
more...

AIA is a community, and much more. More than 94,000 strong, we are the largest, most influential
network of architecture professionals. Our members share your passion for architecture and your desire
to change the world through the power of design.
AIA is here to support your career, enhance your practice, and advance the architecture profession. As a
member, you're connected to exclusive resources along with opportunities to drive real, transformative
change. Together, we're tackling this generation's most urgent issues, from climate action to inequities in
the built environment.
There is strength in numbers, and AIA is better with you. Join us and let's work together to design a
zero-carbon, equitable, resilient, just, and healthier world for everyone.
Join now
Join for 2022 and get the rest of 2021 for free.
Join AIA >
Free resources
AIA members get exclusive access to the most up-to-date resources to help navigate the COVID19 pandemic plus our 2020 Firm Survey Report and free AIAU courses.

Member Info
The new AIA Trust website!
New look, new features
AIA Trust has always been a premier risk
management resource for AIA members. Our new
website makes it even easier to access the risk
management solutions and free resources on which
members rely. New features include enhanced
search and filtering options, streamlined
navigation, and product guides. The extensive
resource includes webinars, reports, and guides
specific to small firms, contracting, management,
ownership transition, professional liability, and
more.
Visit the new AIA Trust website to explore new
content, browse products, or sign up for our
newsletter.

Young Architect Forum Connection Q3:
Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (J.E.D.I.)
What are the possibilities of J.E.D.I. driven design?
Emerging professionals seek ways to create justice in
design process, curate avenues for equitable practice,
showcase diversity in thought and leadership, inclusion
in work culture, and much more.
Becoming visible
Amplifying the voices of nine young architects and
emerging professionals advocating for justice, equity,
diversity, and inclusion in architecture.
It was an evening in 2004, and my family and I were
watching “Extreme Makeover: Home Edition.” That
night’s episode was about a young boy who has the
same medical condition as I do. As they started
planning the renovations of that boy’s home, a woman
in a wheelchair appeared on the screen. She had the
same physical features as I did. I knew in a heartbeat
she also had the same condition. Her name popped up
on the screen: “Karen Braitmayer, Architect.”
As a young, disabled girl born and raised in the
Philippines, I had always been aware of the power

that architecture holds. I knew how it can be a barrier,
but moving to the United States taught me that it
could also create opportunities. Until that night in
2004, I was convinced that architecture was only for
strong, “able-bodied” boys. But seeing Karen on that
screen changed my perspective and gave me the
voice that I needed to follow my dreams.
With the level of diversity in the architecture
profession today, moments like this are rare.
According to the 2019 AIA Membership Demographics
Report, membership was 71.3% male and 66.6%
white. The Board of Directors in 2019 was 57% male
and 86% white. With these numbers, visibility
becomes crucial for the underrepresented.
In this article, you will meet nine incredible young
architects and emerging professionals who have been
gracious enough to tell us their stories.
Continue reading >

NCARB ARE Blog
Online Proctoring Tips From a Licensure Candidate
Candidates can take the Architect Registration
Examination® (ARE®) in person at a test center
or via online proctoring—and there are benefits
to both test delivery methods! We asked Evan
Berger, Assoc. AIA, to share his experiences and
advice for testing online.
You’ve tested both online and in person. What
were the main differences you noticed between
the two testing experiences?
For me personally, I would say that a major difference is the level of anxiety felt. When I was in person
at the testing center, my anxiety of being in an unknown place on top of having to take a test was
through the roof. I won’t say that I did not have ANY anxiety while taking the online proctored exam, as
I was still taking an ARE, but I felt it to be less than at the test center. I enjoyed the fact that the checkin process with online proctoring was not as personal as it is in the test center.
And when provisional feedback showed I passed, I got to enjoy the good news at home once I was
finished with the test instead of sharing it with a stranger.
One downfall of online proctoring is not having anyone right there if something technical does go wrong.
At the test center, you can raise your hand and someone will come help you. With online proctoring, you
have to work your way around figuring out what to do next, and that can be challenging and terrifying
when you think a test is hanging in the balance. Overall, the idea of support can be comforting in ways
with the test center, but the overall comfort of the rest of the exam experience with online proctoring
can have the ability to outweigh the test center.
Editor’s note: If you experience a technical issue while testing via online proctoring, immediately notify
your proctor via the chat and contact NCARB within 15 days.
Continue reading...

News from our Members
Spiezle Architectural Group Expands Florida Footprint with Donadia and
Associates, Architects, P.A. Acquisition
Spiezle Architectural Group, Inc ., an employee-owned, award-winning, fullservice architectural, interior design, landscape architecture, and planning firm,
is pleased to announce the acquisition of Donadio and Associates, Architects

P.A., effective on November 1, 2021. With its full-service architectural
capabilities, innovative design, and stellar state-wide prominence, Donadio and
Associates will expand Spiezle’s impact in Florida and commitment to
educational design, healthcare, and all other market sectors.
“Donadio and Associates has a long history in Florida and solid reputation. Their
complementary expertise with similar project types makes them a perfect
strategic partner as we continue our smart growth approach to our business,”
said Thomas Perrino, President and CEO of Spiezle Architectural Group. “After
successfully teaming with Donadio and Associates on numerous pursuits, we
both realized that joining forces was the next logical step in our relationship.” Mr. Perrino added.
“We see Florida as a vital market for us. Our growth into the central areas of Florida will not only
strengthen our capabilities in architecture and construction but elevate our client services.”
Founded in Vero Beach, FL, in 1990 by Anthony J. Donadio A.I.A, Donadio and Associates has grown in
distinction during the past three decades and is recognized for its; full-service capabilities, client service,
and commitment to excellence at all levels. The firm is adept at design and renovation projects for
governmental, education, commercial, retail, arts, civic, healthcare, residential, and religious buildings.
“Since our inception 30 years ago, we have believed that, as professionals, we must be aware of, and
take responsibility for, the impact and consequences that our work has on the built environment and our
fellow human beings. This new chapter allows us to draw on our deep market knowledge and expand our
impact by utilizing Spiezle’s talent, expertise, and depth of resources to enhance our current and future
Florida-based projects,” said Anthony J. Donadio A.I.A, Principal-in-Charge, and Owner, Donadio and
Associates.

News from our Partners
Appoquinimink Public Library Continues Construction
Construction continues on the new Appoquinimink Public
Library, located in the heart of Middletown on Main Street. This
library is replacing the existing Appoquinimink Library located
on Broad Street which is not able to meet the needs of this
exponentially growing community.
This library will be one of the most environmentally friendly
buildings in New Castle County. The new Appoquinimink Public
Library has evolved from the Route 9 Library, taking the
innovative design of that library and adding more environmental
enhancements such as a solar power array and electric vehicle
charging stations. The library will be a trusted space that will
dedicate areas to children and youth, feature quality stormwater
enhancements and provide several meeting spaces for the
community to gather. The library will house a multi-media
production studio and computer stations. The new Library is targeted to open in 2022.

Apex is honored to be a part of this award-winning design team of Tetra Tech and Perkins & Will, who
also worked on the New Castle County Route 9 Library and Innovation Center. Both of these projects
help shape New Castle County as a wonderful place to live, foster community engagement and keep the
public infrastructure relevant to the evolving needs of the people it serves. (Photos: David Carter)
At Apex Engineering, we listen to your needs, your concerns and design proactive solutions that will
serve the client and the community. Civil Engineering is a science and an art. It is the basis for civilization
as we know it. We are professional and respected for being leaders in our field. We offer expedient,
practical, cost-effective solutions to design issues. Call us at (302) 994-1900 or visit at
http://www.apexengineeringinc.com/.

Creating a New Look using AZEK Trim
I’m sure you are looking at this photo you are saying to yourself,
where is the trim? AZEK Trim® is traditionally white and that is

the beauty of it; it has the most Titanium Dioxide, so it stays crisp
and clean for years on a job site. But what happens if you want it
colors? or even a stained look? Look again at the columns; rich
stained AZEK trim®! Let’s explore some options to finish trim.

For a painted look or even stained, our newest offering to the market is Paint Pro™ trim. Traditional trim
as a waxy finish and is nonabsorbent which makes an excellent material for moisture prone areas such as
ground contact and even caustic environments. The negative to the waxy finish and non-absorbency is
that paint requires days to dry and needed preparation of the surface for bonding. Therefore, we
engineered Paint Pro trim by AZEK® which has the same characteristics of traditional trim with added
benefits for needing to achieve colors. Drying time between coats is generally 30 minutes and the trim is
fully cured in 24 hours. Jobs are completed more efficiently with minimal call backs for performance
issues. The surface energy of Paint Pro Trim is similar to paint which means adhesion is superior
This project in Harrington,
Delaware, required a low
maintenance wood-free
product. The contractor, Rodney,
completed some trials on both
Paint Pro™ and Traditional AZEK
Trim to get to the color the
customer. He connected with
AQUA DIY and the mad scientist
experiments began to find the
color that his customer
desired. For the sake of staining
50 plus pieces of trim required for
this job, he chose traditional trim
so he had more during time
between coats so the stain would
be similar between boards for the
sake of the customers desired
look. You would never know this is
AZEK®!
AQUA DIY’s Grain Ex & Stain Top Coat system is a perfect choice to achieve a dark or wood grain finish
without sacrificing maintenance-free convenience. You can also use a gel coat, either way you can
achieve a rich look to AZEK® trim! Aqua DIY’s pigment system minimizes heat buildup across a broad
color Spectrum, including Black, Commercial Brown and Dark Bronze, all maintaining an LRV around
50. Their black coating has a minimal heat build compared to unpainted AZEK Cellular PVC. Plus, coated
material will fade LESS than unpainted product due to the reflective characteristics of the coating and the
inherent stability of the pigments. The same heat reflective properties are achieved for woodgrain looks
by combining a sponged base coat wipe using Grainex then apply the translucent topcoat. This project
has been the talk of the town and region!
For more information on how you can achieve this look on your next project, please contact:
Sharon Moore, Area Manager for The AZEK Company
(302) 233-5358, Sharon.Moore@AZEKCO.com

Visit and Get to Know our Partners

Learn more about partnering
with AIA Delaware and
connecting with our members.

News from our Allied Members
Christ Episcopal Church of Reading Window Replacement Project:
Facing Challenges, Finding Solutions
The design team at Muhlenberg Greene Architects
of Wyomissing, PA faced design challenges of
balancing history and surrounding environment with
concerns for safety and security shared by the
Delaware Architectural community. Christ Episcopal
Church of Reading, PA is situated in the Callowhill
section of downtown Reading, with a history that dates to 1763, and the current sanctuary having been
built in 1826. The project and design team were recently recognized for their successful design and
project completion, and an article was just published.

The article has been published on the Religious Product News magazine regarding window replacement
in a historic Christ Church of Reading PA, which had to pass HARB review:
https://www.religiousproductnews.com/church-construction-christ-episcopal-church/

Wohlsen Receives Delaware Contractors Association Execellence Award
Wohlsen Construction was recognized by Delaware
Contractors Association at their annual awards.
A Construction Excellence Award was presented to Wohlsen’s
Delaware team for their work at Cecil County Public Library. This new 47,225 sq. ft. library was a dream
of the community for over a decade. Through design, craftsmanship, and teamwork Wohlsen delivered a
final project that exceeded the client’s expectations.
This accomplishment is a result of the resounding performance from the projects’ architect, engineers,
and subcontractors who created a beautifully designed, well-constructed, and functional community
learning center that will serve the community long into the future. We are honored to have been part of
this team.

Wohlsen Receives ENR MidAtlantic Best Regional Project Award
ENR News-Record (ENR) MidAtlantic presented Wohlsen Construction an Award of Merit during their
2021 Best Regional Project Awards for the construction of Anthology of King of Prussia.
Designed by Perkins Eastman, the new 11-story senior living community offers independent living,
personal care, and memory care residences, with high-end finishes and an impressive 20,000 square feet
of amenity space similar to those found in luxury condominiums.
Winning projects are chosen based on a variety of achievements, including their ability to overcome
challenges, effective safety practices, and high levels of construction quality and craftsmanship. Wohlsen
is proud to be part of this project team, which includes Perkins Eastman, MacIntosh Engineering, Bohler
Engineering, and Alderson Engineering Inc.

Wohlsen Construction Company, founded in 1890, provides construction management, general
contracting and design/build services to clients throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast Regions. As a
leading merit-shop firm, Wohlsen provides construction services in the senior living, education,
healthcare and commercial markets, and maintains offices in Wilmington, DE; Lancaster, Harrisburg and
Berwyn, PA; Baltimore, MD; Hamden, CT; Parsippany, NJ; and Vienna, VA.

Meet your WorkWorks' Regional Director!
WoodWorks | Wood Products Council
John O’Donald II, PE joins WoodWorks as the Regional Director for
Delaware. John is a member of Engineers Without Borders, enjoys
woodworking in his free time and is passionate about the sustainable
aspects of wood construction.
Before joining Woodworks, he enjoyed working on various projects in
the capital region for clients like The Smithsonian and The National Park
Service, collaborating with architects and other engineers along the
way. He holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering from
Penn State University, and a Master of Civil Engineering Degree from
Johns Hopkins University with a focus in Structural Engineering.
John can provide you with free technical support related to the design,
engineering and construction of commercial and multi-family wood
buildings. You can reach him at john.odonald@woodworks.org.

Join WoodWorks on December 14 for a virtual introduction to John, and a presentation on The Carbon
Footprint of Wood Buildings & Mass Timber Performance, given by WoodWorks Regional Directors Marc
Rivard and Momo Sun. Click here for details and to register:
https://www.woodworks.org/education-event/2021-q4-carbon-footprint-wood-buildings/
Please join us for these other upcoming WoodWorks events!
December 3: Workshop - Mass Timber Construction Management: Executing the Design
December 8: Webinar – Interior Wall and Floor Assemblies in Mid-Rise Multi-Family: Designing for
Fire, Acoustics & Structure

Thank you to our Allied Members & Supporters
Arch Resources LLC
Baker, Ingram & Associates
Blake & Vaughan Engineering
County Group Companies
DEDC, LLC
Delaware Brick Company
DiSabatino Construction Company
Duffield Associates, Inc.
Electronic Home Solutions (EHS)
Karins & Associates
Landmark Science & Engineering
MacIntosh Engineering
Multivision - NEW MEMBER!
Parker Block Company
RCI Printing & Graphics
SC&A Construction
Marvin
Tighe & Cottrell, P.A.
Traditional Building Conference
Union Wholesale Company (UWC)
Wohlsen Construction Company
WoodWorks Wood Products Council

Allied Membership signifies you share a common goal to build a better world for all people and is
designed to enhance and strengthen relationships among design and building industry professionals.
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